Wilkes University vs. Stevens Institute of Technology

December 10, 2017

125: Yoseph Borai (Stevens) def. Kyle Trout (Wilkes) by technical fall 17-0 Stevens up 5-0
133: Troy Stanich (Stevens) def. Jake DiMarsico (Wilkes) by fall Stevens up 11-0
141: Brett Kaliner (Stevens) def. Ezra Neff (Wilkes) by fall Stevens up 17-0
149: Joshua Evans (Wilkes) def. Dylan Van Sickell (Stevens) by major decision 13-3 Stevens up 17-4
157: Zach Wilhelm (Stevens) def. Kyle Medrow (Wilkes) by fall Stevens up 23-4
165: Ashton Gyenizs (Wilkes) def. Stephen Friedman (Stevens) by decision 9-3 Stevens up 23-7
174: Phil Woods (Stevens) def. John Ritter (Wilkes) by decision 5-3 Stevens up 26-7
184: Matthew Judge (Wilkes) def. Mark Kimbrell (Stevens) by decision 7-1 Stevens up 26-10
197: Bruce Parola (Stevens) def. Nasser McCummings (Wilkes) by decision 10-9 Stevens up 29-10
285: Jacob Huling (Wilkes) def. Colin Myles (Stevens) by fall Stevens up 29-16